Chapter Sixteen – Playing golf in Thailand – 32 years old
The morning of my departure
arrived and it was raining lightly. I
wheeled my suitcase and clubs down the
path and into the waiting taxi. When we
arrived at the airport the driver got out
and brought me over a trolley. This was
unexpected to say the least even without
the rain. With the trolley I now had no
trouble transporting my things to the
departure area. I reached the check-in
counter and was told to leave the clubs on
Golf is an acquired taste and it

a nearby trolley which also held, amongst

takes up a lot of time, a good part of the

other things, some skis. That was the last I

day in fact.

saw of them until we reached Bangkok.

 Travel (¾ hour)

When I arrived and cleared the passport

 Breakfast / clubhouse (1 hour)

control I collected my luggage and clubs

 Putting green (½ hour)

off of the conveyor. I had just entered the

 A round of golf (4½ hours)

arrival area when I spotted a man holding

 Couple of pints / Lunch (1 hour)

a card with my name on it. He was from

 More travel (¾ hour)

Hua Hin golf tours and took hold of my

This may be combined with trips to the

trolley and led the way to his van.

driving range and / or lessons. Dedication

Overall the golf clubs had not been

is required in order to hone your skills

a problem at all. I was a little surprised as

and play consistently well.

they are cumbersome on their own even

After a few years of slogging it

without a suitcase. I had booked golf for

around locally I decided it was time to

fourteen of my seventeen days, so I

tackle some courses a bit further afield.

discussed my itinerary with the driver

After some online research I chose Hua

and confirmed the dates. He offered to

Hin in Thailand to make my international

keep my clubs in his van and store them

debut. In preparation I bought a hard

overnight in his office. This meant I would

plastic case for my clubs so they did not

not have to fetch them from my room

get damaged in transit.

every time I played.
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After a four hour drive we arrived

The first morning I awoke with

at the Hilton Hua Hin. The driver

anticipation and looked forward to the

departed for his office and my luggage

day ahead. I had an early breakfast and

was taken from me by one of the hotel

waited outside the hotel at the pre-

porters. The hotel reception was huge and

arranged time. The driver arrived in the

the coolness of the air-conditioning hit me

same

as I walked in.

travelled in from the airport.

air-conditioned

van

that

we

When we arrived at the course we
were met by a caddie who was waiting for
us as we pulled up. She whisked my clubs
off to the first tee, whilst I went with the
driver to the pro shop. The driver paid the
green fees to the course as it was included
I approached the desk to announce

in my package. When I arrived at the first

my arrival and fill out the paperwork.

tee my caddie was waiting. I was a little

Surprisingly, instead of standing at the

nervous as I am not very good and I had

desk I was led to a comfortable seat. I was

the starter and caddy watching me. I hit it

given a cold towel to freshen up with and

well enough, two hundred yards down

a cup of herbal tea. This was a nice

the middle, trying to make it look like I

beginning and typical of a Thai welcome.

knew what I was doing.
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Once out of sight of the starter I

After the first couple of days I

relaxed. It took a few holes to get used to

stayed on the course to have lunch. On

having a caddie and having the clubs

one occasion I made the mistake of having

selected for me. But it made a change from

a two hour Thai massage. I know now that

wheeling the clubs around myself. I found

you can ask for a soft, medium or hard

I had more energy to actually play. It took

massage. In fact they normally ask what

me a couple of rounds to notice the

you prefer before you start. On this

caddies were not very good at counting.

occasion I was not asked so I endured two

They think you will be pleased with a low

hours of extreme pain. Everything is

score and give a better tip. I quickly put

carried out with a smile which leaves you

them straight, I wanted a record of my

with a false sense of security. I think she

actual score however bad it was. The good

wanted a tip at the end but she was lucky

thing about such an early start was the

not to get beaten up (if only I had the

early finish. It was also starting to get

strength). I slowly hobbled back to the van

extremely hot by the end of the round.

tired after eighteen holes and feeling very

After the game I tipped the caddie and she

sore after my ‘relaxing’ massage.
Lunch meant I would try a number

disappeared with the clubs once more.

of different Thai dishes, most of which
was extremely spicy. After one game I
tried a bowl of soup, I thought that would
be safe enough. They knew I was a
foreigner

so

they

normally

make

allowances. After trying a few spoonfuls it
became obvious I could not eat it, there
were far too many chillies. I poured in
The driver had waited in the car

three bowls of rice, which for some reason

park and after picking up my clubs we set

I thought would help. The staff were

off back to the hotel. This was typical of all

starting to gather round thinking there

the rounds I played, although sometimes I

was a problem with the food. They seem

drove around in a buggy. I played on my

to have genuine concern if a customer is

own mostly but sometimes I joined other

unhappy. I left most of the soup and

people. There were also huts every three

chalked it up to experience. The next time

or four holes and it was nice to stop and

(before ordering) I would have a deep and

have a cool drink.

meaningful discussion with the waiter.
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I was booked in to play seven

Sawang resort

courses and each tee off time was around

Par 72 – 6,125 yards

08:00 – 08:30. Each course had a different
style and quality. Some had sprinklers in
the middle of the course which switched
off as you approached. One hole had sand
the entire length, I remember because I
was in it for the duration.
Royal Hua Hin Golf Course

Springfield Royal Country Club

Par 72 – 6,654 yards

Par 72 – 7,063 yards

Majestic Creek Country Club

Palm Hills Golf Resort and Country Club

Par 72 – 6,961 yards

Par 72 – 6,678 yards

Imperial Lake View Hotel and Golf Club

Milford Golf Course

Par 72 – 6,915 yards

Par 72 – 5,786 yards
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I spent most evenings sitting at a

There was far too much even for

bar drinking beer watching the world go

two people to eat as a starter. I picked at a

by. I drank Thai Singha beer which was

couple and looked forward to my main

ice cold so hid its strength. I remember

course. The rest of the meal was just as big

watching Arsenal verses Tottenham and

and the rice would have served three

after an hour I had finished my third

people quite comfortably. The service was

bottle. I had to check the label for the

carried out with a smile but they must

strength because I was starting to feel the

have wondered why I never went back.

effects. This was unusual after only three

In between golf days I booked up

but when I saw it was 7% it made sense. I

to experience the floating market and

drank a little slower after that, otherwise I

some large deep caves. This was an

would have had an early night.

interesting day out experiencing the

I found Thai people to be very

different culture amongst the tourists.

hospitable and will go out of their way to
help / serve. For example, I was having
lunch in a restaurant near my hotel and I
ordered a pina colada. I wanted a
refreshing drink whilst I waited for my
food to arrive. They should have told me
they did not know how to make it. Instead

Unfortunately though, I missed the

I waited twenty minutes whilst they took

chance to see the bridge over the river

a trip to another bar to acquire one. When

Kwai due a mix up with my departure

it finally arrived I took one sip and asked

date. I thought I was leaving on Saturday

for another. They asked me what was

but I was in fact due to leave on the Friday

wrong and I replied nothing was wrong.

(the day of the excursion). I spent my last

But if it is going to take twenty minutes

evening being driven around town in a

you better get started on the next one.

rickshaw videoing as we went along. In

In terms of size, the meals were

the morning as I was leaving for the

fine but with one exception. I decided to

airport it actually rained quite heavily,

dine opposite my hotel one afternoon and

there were some forlorn looking golfers

not the golf course. I ordered crab balls

waiting to be picked up. Overall this was

and was a little taken aback when they

a very good trip and everything about it

arrived. There were four of them and they

was first class. I would like to return one

were the size of a small fist.

day, but maybe with less golf.
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